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1 Abstract
Under the overwhelming amount of distractions in our multi-device environment,
we have come to realise that more work could be put into evaluating cross-device
ecosystems to enhance digital wellbeing. In the workshop, we would like to
address and exchange ideas about the topic of digital wellbeing in the following
areas of cross-device interactions: (1) the tracking of cross-device activities (i.e.,
how to better track users’ interactions on multiple devices and how to deliver
cross-device actionable insights), and (2) cross-device notifications (i.e., how to
better fit cross-device notifications into users’ lives).

2 Motivation
Only 11% of people in the United Kingdom say they own solely one device [4].
Most people (30%) say that they use five or more devices, followed by 17% who
say they own three devices. In a Google survey in 2016 [8], 21% of multi-device
owners said they use a second device while using their computers.

In a multi-device environment, small steps are being taken towards presenting
cross-device usage data. Digital wellbeing applications aim to empower people
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by presenting them with the amount of time they spend on their phones and on
different applications. For example, RescueTime released in 2018 a new feature
through which users can track and combine the time spent on their devices.
Apple’s Screen Time also allows people to share information about time spent
on different apps across multiple Apple devices. However, the assumption here
is that one person will be part of only one phone’s ecology [3].

Cross-device notifications have also been creeping up. Research has shown
that users had problematic patterns of use of notifications. An average user
receives more than 63 smartphone notifications a day [9] and would check their
phone 80 times a day [1]. We can only see the problem being amplified in a
multi-device environment by the repetitive and overloading number of alerts.

We believe that digital wellbeing in cross-device interaction is an important
subject to address as it has an impact on people’s work productivity, and
emotional and psychological wellbeing. By attending the workshop, we would
like to gain insights into how we could design future cross-device systems which
would allow for ubiquitous cross-device interactions, yet be able to promote
reflective thinking when it comes to users’ own wellbeing.

2.1 Cross-device tracking
The current cross-device systems may fail to give answers to how we actually
interact with our multitude of devices. We see that cross-device tracking is not
done systematically by digital wellbeing applications. Applications that aim to
promote digital wellbeing essentially act as simplistic productivity overviews for
users [10], which can leave users feeling anxious about their screen time. We
see that this happens when users are presented with information of no practical
value [6].

Therefore, we begin to wonder how well can users extract meaningful infor-
mation from the numbers they are presented with, especially in a multi-device
environment? How well categorised are the applications? For example, does
Google Chrome belong to the productivity category or would using it on a second
device lead to two different categorisations?

We would like to discuss during the workshop about ways in which we could
improve the understandability of cross-device tracking data. We imagine a digital
wellbeing future in which people can quickly glance over their cross-device usage
and make educated decisions about which device interactions add the most to
their lives, and which do not.

2.2 Cross-device notifications
We also believe that it is important to address cross-device notifications. Stud-
ies have investigated people’s preferences in receiving notifications on specific
devices. Regardless of the type and content, multi-device users prefer receiving
notifications on their smartphones [12]. However, depending on the type of
device, some notifications are seen as more important than others e.g. text
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messages are perceived the most important notifications on smartphones but not
on PCs or on tablets [11].

We, therefore, believe that people’s digital wellbeing can be improved by ad-
dressing device-specific and device-independent notification preferences. Different
notification managing strategies and models have been proposed so far. Corno et
al. [5] designed a multi-device handling system for notification that incorporate
users’ preferences and context. Another notification filtering manager that takes
into account the content of the notification (e.g. notifications containing specific
words are selectively filtered out) was explored by Auda et. al [2]. However, a
link between those proposed systems and wellbeing has not yet been established.

We aim to gather ideas in the workshop about how we can design better
notification systems that will improve people’s digital wellbeing; ideally, we
would be able to paint a fuller picture of people’s interactions with cross-device
notifications. Moreover, in the future, we envision adaptive user-centred noti-
fication systems which are tailored to users’ behaviours and routines and are
context and content-dependent. Ultimately, we would like to see systems that
are semi-automated and self-explanatory to users, and which would eliminate
any unnecessary disruptions caused by notifications.

3 Conclusion
In this workshop, we propose to explore the future of cross-device tracking
and notifications. Cross-device interactions play an increasingly important
role in people’s lives at work and at home. We believe that improving users’
digital wellbeing in these everyday interactions is crucial. By evaluating and
making appropriate changes to the current cross-device ecosystems, we expect
to see improvements in people’s work quality, and emotional and psychological
wellbeing.
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